
QUICK TIPS FOR USING THE  
SUPA TSUNAMI PUMP (W709-SUPA)

STEP 1: First put the Supa Tsunami Pump over the  
side of the boat under the water.

STEP 2: Then counter twist the end of the hose 
before sticking it in the quick connect with cap  
and chain on the top of the Fat Sac so it twists  
back and holds itself in the groove.

STEP 3: Plug the Supa Tsunami Pump into the  
cigarette lighter accessory plug.

NOTE: To empty do the same thing except the end 
of the hose goes over the side of the boat first and 
pump goes on the quick connect with cap and chain 
on top of the Fat Sac. Then push the pump down 
into the Sac to prime the Pump.

WARNING:
Do not fill Sacs unattended.

Do not exceed weight limits  
for boat capabilities.

No sharp turns when using Sacs.

No fast starts and stops  
with using Sacs.

Do not be under the influence of  
drugs and/or alcohol when  

using Fat Sacs period.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE NEW FAT SAC  
JUICED EDITION SUPA TSUNAMI  
QUICK CONNECT PUMP SYSTEM

The new juiced Supa Tsunami Pump is the fastest, 
most compact and lightweight pump that you put 
over the side of the boat and plug into the cigarette 
lighter accessory plug to manually fill and empty the 
Fat Sacs. It is made to go on and off the Fat Sacs 
very fast and easy to save time. The new tiger hose 
on the Supa Tsunami Pump (W709-SUPA) allows 
you to clearly see when the water is flowing good. It 
also allows you to see if there are any air bubbles, 
weeds, sand or dirt in it that are slowing the flow or 
are being pumped into your Fat Sac.

NOTE: USE MORE THAN ONE SUPA TSUNAMI PUMP  
TO SAVE TIME FILLING AND EMPTYING ONE  
OR MULTIPLE SACS.

[1] Most lightweight, user friendly, and  
fastest system from start to finish

[2] Quick connect valve for fill & empty

[3] 12 volt plug & play

[4] New clear reinforced, kink-proof, 
black helical, tiger hose
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